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VIEWPOINT

Plan for the worst, hope for the best

YOU DON’T NEED TO BE EINSTEIN to know this has been the 
worst year ever for the global aviation industry. Hundreds of thou-
sands of jobs have been lost or “furloughed” in industry parlance, 
billions of dollars have been lost up and down the travel value chain 
and more than a million people around the world have died. Part of 
me wants to tell you that things can only get better, but another part 
harbours a feeling that things will get worse before that happens.

Organisations like the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA), the Association of Asia-Pacific Airlines (AAPA), Airports 
Council International (ACI World) and the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) continue to do great work to highlight the plight 
of the global industry. They point out, and rightly so, that aviation can 
be the bridge that helps keep the global economy afloat, that flying 
is safe in terms of the likelihood of becoming infected on-board a 
plane, but governments either aren’t listening or are too afraid of 
being accused by constituents of “letting in the virus” to reopen 
borders and do away with quarantines. And certain politicians are 
stirring the xenophobic pot that has led to racist attacks on Asians.

Certain things do look like they’re getting better. Scientists are 
finding better ways to treat COVID-19 patients and non-profit groups 
like the Commons Project are developing solutions that could help 
aviation, or at least international flights, re-start in a meaningful way.

As I write about in this issue, the Commons Project has devel-
oped an application called the CommonPass that can be used by 
governments to facilitate international air travel. Others, like airlines, 
are starting to offer pre-flight testing, which IATA and other trade 
associations are promoting as a way to keep the virus at bay while 
allowing people to travel.

The world of aviation is also awaiting the so-called “New Normal”. 
We’ve already seen hints of what this will look like. In the short term, 
it means masks and gloves and COVID-19 tests and social distanc-
ing at airports along with once impossible to imagine curtailed 
flight schedules. In the medium term the situation is likely to mean 
fewer widebody planes, fewer international flights, vastly reduced 
commercial jet manufacturing and consolidation in the MRO sector 
and other services as well. In the long term, say 10 years from now, 
who knows? If we’re lucky, some genius scientist will come up with 
a vaccine or cure for COVID-19. But luck has been in short supply 
this year. And Mother Nature has a way of throwing spanners in the 
works. COVID-19 is not the first virus we’ve faced and it absolutely 
won’t be the last.

So what can be done? First, go green. The more environmentally 
friendly aviation becomes the less we encroach on natural places 
where viruses are found. Second, recognise that everything in life 
has a limit. This means there should be a limit on how many airports 
the world needs. This won’t be a problem in the next few years, but 
people have short memories and once the world starts flying en 
masse again, the push will be on to clear virgin land to build huge air-
ports. Again, the more we can protect the Earth’s natural resources 
and stay out of areas where viruses are found, the better off we’ll all 
be. Third, understand the industry will likely never be the same and 
plan for that “New Normal”. We all understand that Skype, Zoom and 
webinars can only do so much for companies doing business around 
the world, but the bean counters have taken note that at least some 
corporate travel is not necessary and is a great place to cut costs.

Finally, as with the old saying that it’s always darkest before dawn, 
a new age for aviation is dawning. It isn’t the one we wanted, but 
it’s the hand that Mother Nature dealt us. All we can do is plan for 
the worst and hope for the best. And all of us at Asian Aviation hope 
2021 brings better days for the industry.

Matt Driskill EDITOR

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com
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SINO-US RELATIONS
What will a new US administration 
mean for China-US aviation ties?

OEM OUTLOOK
Engine and plane makers
have a tough year ahead.

FROM THE PUBLISHER
As 2020 draws to a close, I sincerely thank my 
team at AAV who have worked tirelessly throughout 

this very difficult year. I wish our readers a happy and safe 
festive season to come, wherever they may be and with 
still so much uncertainty for the entire aviation industry, 
appreciate the ongoing support we continue to receive. 
While it may seem odd to celebrate during these difficult 
times, perhaps all of us can use this time to acknowledge 
those who are suffering and lend a hand as we work 
together and hope for brighter days ahead in 2021.

— MARILYN TANGYE BUTLER
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Sino Jet Opens FBO at Nanchang Changbei 
International Airport 
Business jet operator Sino Jet has entered a strategic partnership with the Jiangxi Airport 
VIP Service Company to build and manage the first fixed-base operator facility (FBO) at 
Nanchang Changbei International Airport. The grand opening of the FBO took place on 24 
September. The investment forms part of Sino Jet’s expansion into mainland China ahead 
of an expected 20 percent year-on-year increase in business jet use in Jiangxi Province 
over the next three years. Business jet movements in China exceeded 27,000 in 2019, with 
Nanchang Airport accounting for less than 1 percent of the total flights. “We believe that 
there is a great opportunity in the optimisation of China’s 2nd tier city aviation infrastructure. 
According to the Asian Sky Infrastructure Report 2019, just 12 of China’s 250 airports have 
FBO facilities, indicating an extensive opportunity for improvement and development as 
the region works towards economic recovery. Demand from Jiangxi has grown significantly 
and has huge future potential because there is a growing understanding of the benefits of 
business aviation,” Sino Jet said. — MATT DRISKILL

VIETNAM CERTIFIES 
EXECUJET MRO SERVICES 
MALAYSIA

The Civil Aviation Authority of Vietnam 
(CAAV) has certified ExecuJet MRO Servic-
es Malaysia to perform line and heavy main-
tenance on select Dassault Falcon 2000 air-
craft. The certification covers line and base 
maintenance up to and including C Checks 
— 72 months or 3,750 flight cycles — on 
Falcon 2000EX, Falcon 2000EX EASy and 
Falcon 2000LXS aircraft. The certification 
also covers maintenance on landing gear 
and batteries for these aircraft. In addition, 
the CAAV has certified ExecuJet MRO Ser-
vices Malaysia to work on Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PW300-series engines, including 
scheduled inspection, repairs, non-routine 
maintenance, removal and replacement of 
engine accessories. — MATT DRISKILL

HONEYWELL FORECAST 
SAYS BUSINESS JET USAGE 
TO RECOVER BY SECOND 
HALF OF 2021

Honeywell released its latest annual Global 
Business Aviation Outlook and said it sees 
7,300 new business jet deliveries worth 
US$235 billion from 2021 to 2030, down 
4 percent in deliveries from the same 10-
year forecast a year ago. Purchase plans in 
Asia-Pacific are stable in the region, large-
ly unchanged from last year. Operators in 
Asia-Pacific report new jet acquisition plans 
for 14 percent of their fleet over the next 
five years. Based on the expressed level of 
purchase plans, Asia-Pacific remains at a 
10 percent share of global new jet demand 
over the next five years. — MATT DRISKILL

BOMBARDIER AND JETEX 
PARTNER FOR FBO IN 
SINGAPORE TO OFFER  
ONE-STOP SHOP

Bombardier and Jetex announced that they 
would join forces to develop an FBO in 
Singapore. Bombardier is expanding its 
footprint in the Lion City already at its 
Singapore Service Centre at Seletar Aer-
ospace Park to transform this facility into 
a high-capacity, one-stop-shop offering 
customers a full suite of services required 
throughout an aircraft ’s life. Part of this 
major expansion is the introduction of Je-
tex ’s FBO and ground handling systems 
to provide operators and passengers with 
service from arrival to departure. “We are 
thrilled to collaborate with a service provid-
er of this calibre as part of the expansion 
of Bombardier ’s Singapore Service Cen-
tre, a key hub for business aviation in the 
Asia-Pacific region,” said Jean-Christophe 
Gallagher, executive vice president, Ser-
vice and Support, and Corporate Strategy, 
Bombardier Aviation. 

Singapore becomes Jetex’s fourth desti-
nation in Asia-Pacific after Tokyo (Haneda 
and Narita) and Osaka. Bombardier Aviation 
also announced the development of a new 
service centre at Essendon Fields Airport in 
Melbourne, Australia, building on its com-
mitment to the Australian market and es-
tablishing the next key building block in its 
growing global customer support network. 
The new OEM-operated Melbourne Service 
Centre will employ some 50 people, includ-
ing more than 40 highly skilled technicians 
and boost Bombardier ’s customer service 
footprint in the Asia-Pacific region by some 
50,000 square feet. Australia is a key market 
for Bombardier. With more than half of the 
168-aircraft strong Australian business fleet 
made up of Bombardier aircraft, this new 
facility will serve as an important gateway to 
the Asia-Pacific, serving as a key focal point 
for customers. — MATT DRISKILL
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INTERIM CEO NAMED AT KOPTER
Italian helicopter maker Leonardo has named Marco Viola as the interim CEO of its Swiss 
Kopter unit following the surprise departure of former CEO Andreas Lowenstein who decided 
to step down “to pursue further opportunities outside Leonardo”, the company said. His full-
time successor is under evaluation, Leonardo added.

US drone maker Skydio  
expands footprint to Japan
US drone manufacturer Skydio announced the opening of its new office in Tokyo, Japan, 
strengthening the company’s ability to support local enterprise and public sector customers 
as they adopt the company’s technology. This marks the first step of a broader international 
expansion strategy following Skydio’s recent US$100 million Series C funding round. The 
office will be under the leadership of Tom Moss, CEO of Skydio Japan. “I’m pleased to be 
able to bring Skydio’s world leading autonomous drone technology to Japan. Our focus in 
the Japanese market will be to create a safer and more productive society, building upon 
the early success we have already had in Japan in supporting the safe, reliable, and scalable 
inspection and maintenance of infrastructure such as bridges, skyscrapers, and power plants, 
as well as in post disaster response and more,” said Moss. — MATT DRISKILL

JAL, VOLOCOPTER SIGN NEW DEAL FOR AIR MOBILITY SERVICES

Japan Airlines (JAL) announced that it has 
signed a new agreement with Volocopter 
to promote the development of the urban 
air mobility industry for next-generation 
air transportation options of passengers 
and goods. 

In February, the Japan Airlines Innova-
tion Fund invested in Volocopter, which is 
aiming to create and bring next-generation 
electrically powered air taxis and heavy lift 
cargo drone technology to the market, as 
part of their Series C funding round. With 
this new agreement, JAL and Volocopter 
will strengthen their partnership to jointly 

explore business opportunities for air mobil-
ity services, specifically Volocopter’s eVTOL 
technology, in Japan.

The agreement outlines that Volocopter 
and JAL work on permanent sustainable 
commercial operations of air taxis in Japan. 

By establishing local partnerships, jointly 
approaching Japanese cities and prefec-
tures and working on market demand and 
social acceptance, JAL and Volocopter will 
prepare for commercial launch in Japan 
within the next three years. — MATT DRISKILL

AIRBUS H135 HELICOPTERS 
DELIVERED TO SUPPORT 
NASA

Airbus continues to expand its portfolio of 
products supporting the future of space ex-
ploration with the delivery of two new H135 
helicopters to the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) from the 
Airbus Helicopters production and com-
pletion facility in Columbus, Mississippi. 
These aircraft, along with a third scheduled 
for delivery early next year, will be based 
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Flor-
ida and operated for a variety of missions, 
including aerial security at rocket launch-
es, emergency medical services, research, 
and qualified passenger transportation. In 
October, one of the H135s will escort the 
members of SpaceX’s Crew Dragon to the 
historic launch pad at 39A, where it will 
depart for a six-month expedition to the 
ISS. The helicopters will also support ef-
forts to prepare for and execute Artemis, a 
planned expedition to land the first woman 
and the next man on the moon by 2024. 
Airbus’ light, twin-engine H135 includes 
Airbus Helicopters’ own Helionix avionics 
suite. NASA also recently signed a US$15 
million support contract for up to 10 years, 
in which Airbus Helicopters will support 
NASA’s H135 fleet, including maintenance 
and flight operations. — MATT DRISKILL

PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD TAKES DELIVERY  
OF SECOND H145
The Philippine Coast Guard has taken deliv-
ery of its second H145 helicopter, just four 
months after the official commissioning of 
its first H145. With their two light-twin hel-
icopters, the parapublic agency becomes 
the first coast guard organisation in the 
world to operate the multi-purpose H145. 

The new 4-tonne-class twin-engine heli-
copter is specially equipped with weather 
radar, bambi bucket, emergency floatation 
gears, as well as external loudspeaker, to 
perform critical missions such as search 
and rescue, maritime patrol, law enforce-
ment and fire-fighting. — MATT DRISKILL
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MRO News

A mixed picture for APAC MRO
There were no cocktail parties or dinners at this year’s MRO Asia-Pacific trade conference 
which, like dozens of other shows, was forced to cancel its in-person event and move 
everything online. And the messages from participants were mixed, with some saying the 
industry was in the worst of times while others, usually ones in markets with domestic com-
mercial traffic like Japan, China and India, said they were muddling through the COVID-19 
pandemic and were able to soldier on. MROs that specialise in lease returns however said 
they were having to resort to virtual inspections with clients for planes coming off lease, 
interior specialists said they were seeing interest mainly in cabin decontamination while 
others added that airlines have been expressing interest in additional passenger-to-freighter 
conversions.

In a recovery roundtable panel, Alan Tang, the general manager for MRO at HK Express, 
said his organisation was still facing a “challenging situation” and the “one question we have 
now is how we can get a better picture of what’s ahead in the next three to six months…do 
we park aircraft so we can reactivate them quickly or do we move them into storage.” Tang 
said the airline has about half its fleet “in active storage” so “if we need to reactivate them 
it will take three days or less”.

Andreas Meisel, CEO of China Aircraft Services (CASL), said his group was concentrating 
on Hong Kong-based customers, working on a parking programme for clients and said the 
group’s business aviation unit was “doing a lot of work”. Anand Bhaskar at Air Works in India 
said his company was “slightly better off in India thanks to domestic traffic” and thanks to 
the company’s defence MRO work as well. He said the company was helping customers 
with avionics upgrades as well as handling lease return inspections as Indian airlines tran-
sition from A320ceos to A320neos. He said “thankfully our heavy-check business on the 
commercial side is doing well” and the company’s “hangers are full…One more saving grace 
is our defence maintenance business and that is ensuring we keep smiles on our faces.”

MRO companies said they were not seeing airlines bring “work forward” because everyone 
is in a cash preservation mode” and most agreed that the MRO industry will get far worse 
before it get better. — MATT DRISKILL

SPIRIT AEROSYSTEMS 
EXPANDS EVERGREEN 
PARTNERSHIP

Spirit AeroSystems announced an expan-
sion of its aftermarket footprint in Asia 
through a multi-year partnership with Ev-
ergreen Aviation Technologies Corporation 
(EGAT) and a maintenance, repair and over-
haul customer agreement with EVA Air for 
777 GE90 nacelles. EGAT, based in Taiwan, 
is proficient in airframe component and 
composite repairs. — MATT DRISKILL

SIA ENGINEERING WARNS 
ON FUTURE EARNINGS

Singapore MRO provider SIA Engineering 
warned in a statement to the city-state’s 
stock exchange that the COVID-19 pan-
demic “continues to have an unprecedented 
adverse impact on the aviation industry and 
consequently on the MRO business (and) 
all segments of the group were impacted 
during the first half of the financial year as 
low flight activities resulted in low work vol-
ume for the second quarter and the half 
year ended 30 September.” “Due to signifi-
cant decline in hangar revenue projections 
brought about by lower flight hours, large 
number of aircraft taken out of operations 
and parked and the likelihood that some of 
the parked older generation aircraft will not 
return to operation, the group will be rec-
ognising a non-cash impairment provision 
against its base maintenance unit’s assets 
and is working on finalising the quantum 
of impairment, which is expected to have 
a material impact on the group’s financial 
results for the first half of fiscal year 2020-
2021,” the company said. SIA Engineer-
ing and Cebu also announced that Cebu 
would be buying out the majority stake of 
SIA Engineering in their joint venture Avi-
ation Partnership Philippines Corporation 
(APPC). Cebu said it will pay US$5.6 million 
in cash to buy out SIA Engineering in the 
joint venture that was established in 2005 
to maintain Cebu’s Airbus fleet and other 
aircraft. — MATT DRISKILL
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Interiors News

STELIA Aerospace launches  
Business Class OPERA
STELIA Aerospace announced the launch of its new Business Class passenger seat OPERA, 
specifically designed for single-aisle aircraft. The new “Full Flat, Full Access, Full Privacy” 
Business Class seat offers the highest standard wide-body comfort on single-aisle, with the 
widest full-flat bed available on single-aisle, with ample foot space for unrivalled sleeping 
comfort as well as an extra-large 20” monitor screen. It also includes increased privacy with 
a fully integrated door, extra stowage capacity, a closed amenity stowage, a laptop stowage 
zone and a large and stable meal table stowed under the cocktail table. Other features 
include adjustable armrests and ambient light. — MATT DRISKILL

COMAC ARJ21 OPTS  
FOR EXPLISEAT

Chinese aircraft manufacturer COMAC has 
selected the French aircraft seat manufactur-
er Expliseat to develop a family of lightweight 
economy seats to be installed on new ARJ21 
aircraft. The new seat is based on the lat-
est TiSeat E2 seat platform in carbon fibre 
composite and titanium made by Expliseat. 
Due to its unique patented modular design 
and Expliseat leading-edge development 
process, Expliseat has been successful in 
certifying the seat on various aircraft plat-
forms in record time. COMAC is therefore 
benefiting from an ultralight custom seat that 
is adjusted to the ARJ21 dimensions to offer 
best living space and comfort for the pas-
senger even in the densest configurations. 
For passenger comfort, new state-of-the-art 
innovations include a new recline mecha-
nism that will make the TiSeat E2 the world’s 
lightest reclining seat. The seat is 40 percent 
lighter than the best equivalent competitor’s 
certified seats. By selecting TiSeat E2, the 
significant weight reduction of the aircraft is 
giving ARJ21 customers new opportunities 
to increase revenues with more passengers 
or cargo, further increase passenger comfort 
with additional optional features or increase 
the range of the aircraft in a challenging 
regional market environment that includes 
small isolated airports and large territories 
to cover. To deliver the first ever composite 
seat on a COMAC aircraft is a major step 
for Expliseat development and aspiration in 
China, a fast growing and challenging market 
with high standards in regards to custom-
er support and general performance of the 
product. — MATT DRISKILL

RECARO’S NEW CL3710 ECONOMY CLASS SEAT  
TAKES FLIGHT ON GULF AIR
Recaro Aircraft Seating’s CL3710 Economy 
Class seat is taking flight on Gulf Air ’s new 
A321neoLR aircraft. This is the first of 29 air-
craft to be equipped with the CL3710 seat, 
which are slated for delivery over the next 
five years. The CL3710 combines lightweight 
materials with ergonomic design, appealing 
to both airlines and long-haul passengers. 
Created with long-haul passengers in-mind, 
the CL3710 has earned numerous accolades 
for its sleeping comfort features and light-
weight design, including a German Design 

Award, a Crystal Cabin Award, and, most 
recently, a Focus Open Award. The holistic 
design is comprised of a six-way adjustable 
headrest, Recaro-patented extended seat 
bottom, seamless flip cushion for enhanced 
lumbar support, and a 30-inch seat pitch. 
The seat’s modular design ensures minimal 
maintenance and its competitive weight 
contributes to fuel efficiency. Since its intro-
duction to the market in 2013, the CL3710 
has equipped aircraft for nearly one dozen 
airlines. — MATT DRISKILL

AVIC CABIN SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES GLOBAL SALES ORGANISATION

In line with the strategy for further integra-
tion of its company structure, AVIC Cabin 
Systems is setting up a Global Sales Man-
agement team. Customers will benefit from 
the full group portfolio of products and ser-
vices covering all areas of the cabin from 
a single source. 

The new sales team will be globally situ-
ated and well positioned to bring custom-
ers an integrated ACS offering. 

Each of the ACS sales team members 
will be promoting the full portfolio of ACS 
products and services and proactively iden-
tifying innovative opportunities to grow the 

business moving forward. Phase 1 of the 
integration will combine the current sales 
teams from Thompson Aero Seating and 
AIM Altitude under the leadership of Andy 
Morris, vice president Commercial AVIC 
Cabin Systems. Additional phases will see 
further integration in 2021. — MATT DRISKILL
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People on the Move

BOC AVIATION has 
named Steven Townend as 
deputy managing director 
and chief financial officer. 
Townend was formerly 

chief commercial officer (Europe, 
Americas and Africa), based in London.

RUSSI BATLIWALA ERIC ERBACHER

Global aircraft charter specialist 
CHAPMAN FREEBORN, part of the Avia 
Solutions Group, has appointed long-
serving Russi Batliwala as its new 
chairman and welcomed back Eric 
Erbacher to replace him as CEO.

EMBRAER COMMERCIAL 
AVIATION has named 
Marcelo Santiago to lead 
the Contracts and Asset 
Management team of 

Embraer’s commercial aviation business 
unit, reporting to Arjan Meijer, president 
and CEO of Embraer Commercial Aviation.

ETIHAD AVIATION 
GROUP has promoted 
Martin Drew to the role of 
managing director for 
cargo and logistics 

responsible for the entire Etihad cargo 
business, as well as Etihad Secure 
Logistics and will report to Etihad Aviation 
Group Chief Commercial Officer Robin 
Kamark.

FACC’s supervisory board 
has reappointed Andreas 
Ockel as chief operating 
officer for a period of five 
years.

GENESIS, the Dublin-
based commercial aircraft 
leasing company, has 
named Peter O’Byrne as 
senior vice president of the 

newly formed trading and portfolio 
services team. He will join the 
management team reporting to the CEO.

MIKE HONIOUS SIMON VANDEKERCKOVE

GEODIS announced that Mike Honious 
will be promoted to president and CEO of 
GEODIS in Americas under the 
responsibility of Marie-Christine Lombard, 
CEO and announced the appointment of 
Simon Vandekerckove as Vietnam country 
managing director. 

LEONARDO announced 
the appointment of 
Alessandro Profumo as 
president of AeroSpace 
and Defence Industries 

Association of Europe (ASD). The CEO of 
Leonardo will lead the organisation for the 
next two years.

QATAR AIRWAYS CARGO 
has named Kirsten de 
Bruijn as senior vice 
president for cargo sales 
and network planning. 

Australian regional carrier 
REX has appointed the 
former journalist, Ben 
Worsley, to the airline’s 
newly created role of 

media, investor and government relations 
director. 

ERIC MANZON ALAIN BERGER

VIRGINIE DURIEUX ARNAUD HAUGUEL

SAFRAN NACELLES announced several 
appointments to its corporate 
management team: Virginie Durieux has 
been named vice president for Quality; 
Arnaud Hauguel has been named vice 
president for programmes; Eric Manzon 
has been named vice president for 
administration and finance; Alain Berger 
has been named vice president for sales 
and marketing;

DAVID  
GORING-THOMAS

PAUL  
GOODFELLOW

JAMIE CARTER

Aviation finance company STRATOS 
announced the addition of three senior 
industry professionals to its team: David 
Goring-Thomas joins as senior advisor on 
various strategic initiatives, Paul 
Goodfellow as head of risk and 
restructuring and Jamie Carter as 
marketing director.

VALLAIR has appointed 
Steve Pike as 
aerostructures and MRO 
services sales manager 
and he will be based in 

Vallair ’s EASA and FAA approved repair 
facility in Châteauroux, France.
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Industry News

Cambodia’s international airports  
gain carbon certifications
Cambodia’s three international airports have achieved an upgrade to Level 2 under the 
Reduction of Airport Carbon Accreditation Programme, the only voluntary global program 
for greenhouse gas emissions reductions at airports launched in 2009 by Airports Council 
International (ACI). The programme, independently administered and verified, has four levels 
of certification including Mapping, Reduction, Optimisation, and Neutrality. The successful 
accreditation at Level 2 results from the successful reduction of Scope 1 & 2 CO2 emissions 
at the airports in Phnom Penh, Siem Reap and Sihanoukville and the subsequent introduction 
of a carbon management plan to address these emissions. The carbon footprint obtained 
at Level 1 was used as a starting point to control and reduce the airports’ impact on their 
environment. Initiatives deployed include streamlining electricity use at the airports, phasing 
out old vehicles and sorting of waste. This new level of certification is a recognition of the 
VINCI Airports’ global environmental policy called Airpact, which establishes goals for its 
airports based on its commitment to the preservation of the environment. It also recognises 
the airports’ actions to manage and reduce CO2 emissions and rewards a multi-annual effort 
to control and reduce their carbon footprint. The next step will be to apply for Level 3, Opti-
misation, which requires the airports to widen the scope of action to include their partners 
in the carbon reduction efforts. Cambodia Airports also announced that it has completed 
the extension and renovation of the runway. The international airport serving Cambodia’s 
main seaside resort and port city enters a new development phase. The runway has been 
fully upgraded including its extension to 3,300 metres from 2,500 metres, the strengthening 
of the current airstrip, and the installation of a LED airfield lighting system to reduce the 
carbon footprint. The commissioning of the runway, a US$58 million investment programme, 
is scheduled in the last quarter of 2020. — MATT DRISKILL

MYANMAR AIRWAYS INTERNATIONAL TAKES DELIVERY OF FIRST EMBRAER 190-100LR

As part of Myanmar Airways International 
(MAI) fleet expansion strategy, MAI took 
delivery of the first of its four Embraer 190s 
with the arrival of E190-100 LR from Guang-
zhou, China to Yangon International Airport. 

The aircraft, with call sign ZZ529, was given 
a water salute to commemorate its arrival 
and a celebratory event was attended by 
the key management team from Myanmar 
Airways International. MAI’s aircraft is fitted 

with both Business and Economy seats to 
ensure enhanced passenger comfort and 
has an exceptional flight range of 2,400 
miles, with its Long Range (LR) capability. 
— MATT DRISKILL

MITSUBISHI OFFICIALLY 
POSTPONES SPACEJET 
DEVELOPMENT

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries made it of-
ficial and announced it would suspend 
development of its SpaceJet regional jet 
programme. The company had earlier said 
“it is true that we are considering many 
possibilities” and would “continue to close-
ly review the development timeline, taking 
into account the impact of the coronavirus.” 
But in its 2021 Medium-Term Business Plan 
released on Friday, Mitsubishi Heavy In-
dustries said it would “temporarily pause 
development activities” and “review, make 
improvements and assess possible pro-
gramme restart”. The company has spent 
more than a decade trying to develop a 
homegrown regional jet now called the 
SpaceJet , is said to be putting the pro-
gramme on hold after sinking almost US$10 
billion into the plane. — MATT DRISKILL

ANA FORECASTS LOSS AND 
ANNOUNCES NEW LCC

Japanese airline ANA said that it is fore-
casting an operating loss of nearly US$5 
billion and would retire more than a tenth 
of its mostly Boeing fleet and delay two 
aircraft orders to save cash in order to sur-
vive the downturn in aviation caused by the 
COVID-10 pandemic. 

The airline also said it would probably 
lose US$4.82 billion for the year to 31 March 
and would transfer more than 400 workers 
to other companies and ask those remaining 
to accept pay cuts or unpaid leave. ANA 
also announced it would create a new low-
cost carrier in addition to its Peach budget 
airline. — MATT DRISKILL
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SRIWIJAYA AIR SELECTS  
RUSADA’S ENVISION
Indonesian airline Sriwijaya Air has 
signed up for Rusada’s Airworthiness and 
MRO software, ENVISION. Sriwijaya Air 
is Indonesia’s third-largest carrier, and 
along with subsidiary Nam Air, provides 
passenger flights to destinations across 
the country as well as international flights 
to Malaysia, Singapore and China. Since 
launching in 2003, its fleet has grown to 
30 aircraft, consisting of Boeing 737s and 
ATR 72s. Sriwijaya Air have signed up for 
six of ENVISION’s modules, including Fleet 
Management, Line Maintenance, Inventory 
Management, and Human Resources. 
Rusada has already begun work on the 
implementation project, which will be 
carried out remotely due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Their Asia-Pacific team, based 
in Brisbane, will conduct user training 
sessions via video conferencing, and use 
project management software to track and 
convey progress to Sriwijaya.

Industry News

China Eastern gets US$4.6 billion injection
China Eastern Airlines said it will receive a cash injection of 31 billion yuan ($4.60 billion) from 
four new investors as part of an equity diversification plan. China Life Investment Holding 
Limited, a subsidiary of the state-owned China Life Insurance Co, will inject 11 billion yuan 
into the airline, while Shanghai Jiushi Group, another state company, will inject 10 billion 
yuan, according to the public filing. China Reform Holdings Corporation and China Tourism 
Group, both state-owned entities, will inject 5 billion yuan each, reports said. The move is 
part of China’s long-standing efforts to diversify ownership structures among its state-owned 
enterprises and comes at a critical time after China Eastern posted a net loss of 8.5 billion 
yuan in the first half due to the COVID-19 pandemic. — MATT DRISKILL

HONG KONG AIRPORT 
AUTHORITY EXTENDS 
RELIEF PACKAGE

The Airport Authority of Hong Kong (AA) 
announced that it was extending the relief 
package for the airport community for an-
other two months to the end of December 
2020 in response to the ongoing challenges 
arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
waiver or reduction of various fees for the 
aviation industry announced in August this 
year will continue from November to De-
cember 2020. The continuing relief meas-
ures include: A full waiver of parking charg-
es for idle passenger aircraft and airbridge 
fees; The reduction of passenger aircraft 
landing charges; A fee reduction related to 
ramp handling, maintenance and airside 
vehicles; Rental reductions for terminal ten-
ants covering lounges and offices; Fee waiv-
ers for terminal licensees including ancillary 
passenger services, commercial services 
counters and cross-border transport oper-
ators; And concessions on franchise fees for 
aviation support services such as into-plane 
fuelling. — MATT DRISKILL

DRAGON AVIATION CAPITAL  
ENTERS TRAINING PARTNERSHIP

AIRASIA AND GE AVIATION IMPLEMENT  
NETWORK OPERATIONS SOFTWARE

Dragon Aviation Capital of Singapore (DAC) 
has entered into an agreement with SOFE-
MA Aviation Services of Bulgaria (SAS) to 
support SAS to expand their footprint into 
the ASEAN market. DAC is one of Southeast 
Asia’s leading technical consultants with its 
head office in Singapore and satellite offices 
in Seoul and Hong Kong. DAC aims to offer 

GE Aviation has partnered with low-cost 
carrier AirAsia to implement the Network 
Operations Insights (NOI) to help reduce 
flight disruption impacts and save costs 
across AirAsia Group’s airlines. 

Network Operations Insights (NOI) high-
lights the impact and cost of a disruption 
enabling airline operations managers to 
make data driven decisions as the oper-
ations change in real time. Before NOI, 

SOFEMA’s extensive package of online and 
in-house training courses to customers in 
emerging markets such as Vietnam, Indo-
nesia, China, Cambodia, South Korea and 
Singapore. DAC will further provide facilities 
in Singapore for in-house training and other 
regions as we continue to expand our own 
offices in these countries. — MATT DRISKILL

obtaining the data from multiple systems 
was very manual and impractical. Now, 
live views quantify impacts of operational 
disruptions on passengers, crew, costs and 
revenue. 

Managers can run what-if simulations 
of cancellations, delays or downgrades to 
assess options and they can review dis-
ruption event history to identify potential 
process improvements. — MATT DRISKILL
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APOC AVIATION CHOOSES 
EGERIA AS STRATEGIC  
INVESTMENT PARTNER
To accelerate its growth strategy and 
transition the business effectively to meet 
global expansion targets, Dutch aviation 
company APOC has partnered with private 
equity investor Egeria. APOC will use 
Egeria’s sizeable investment to supplement 
its narrowbody airframe, engines and 
landing gear acquisition policy, spearhead 
a transformative global footprint, and 
position its comprehensive inventory of 
commercial spare parts at the forefront 
of the industry’s inevitable resurgence. 
Founder and CEO Max Lutje Wooldrik 
retains his interest in the company, while 
current shareholder Antea and other 
investors sell their stake. The amount 
of the investment was not disclosed. 
Wooldrik said, “I am delighted that APOC 
has attracted a significant investment 
from Egeria to support and accelerate 
the next phase of our exciting growth 
ambitions in coming years. The Company 
has achieved strong organic growth since 
its inception and is very well positioned to 
take advantage of the significant market 
opportunity available given its focus on 
reliability, speed and delivering an optimal 
service to its customers.”

Industry News
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BAA Training Vietnam  
acquires UPRT certification
BAA Training Vietnam is the first ATO in Vietnam to acquire Upset Prevention and Recovery 
Training (UPRT) certification. BAA Training continues with its expansion in aviation training 
capacity and training range after the company’s first year of successful operations in the 
market. BAA Training Vietnam has received the necessary certificates for UPRT training, 
aligned with Airbus A320 simulators from the Civil Aviation Authority of Vietnam (CAAV) and 
has already had their training instructors certified for UPRT training. Until 2021, the pilots of 
Vietnamese airlines are required to undergo UPRT. The BAA Training Vietnam type-related 
UPRT is a separate training programme and it addresses the specific requirements of the 
relevant class on the type of aircraft. The key areas of focus of this specific type of training 
are an enhanced knowledge base of the factors leading to an upset condition, spatial orien-
tation, unusual attitude recovery, and spin recognition and recovery. The form and content 
of UPRT training are approved by the CAAV, as the regulatory authority for the Vietnam 
aviation industry. The new UPRT program launched by BAA Training Vietnam is aimed at 
enhancing a pilot‘s competencies as well as raising the level of flight safety, to ensure that 
aviation remains as one of the safest transportation industries. — MATT DRISKILL

AMECO JOINS PRATT & WHITNEY GTF NETWORK

EMIRATES PREPS FOR VACCINE DELIVERIES

Pratt & Whitney announced that it will ex-
pand its global network of providers that 
maintain the Pratt & Whitney GTF engine to 
include Aircraft Maintenance and Engineer-
ing Corporation (AMECO). AMECO, a joint 
venture between Air China and Lufthansa 
German Airlines, will provide engine mainte-
nance for the PW1100G-JM by building state-
of-the-art capability at its Beijing-based facil-
ity. The AMECO shop will become the fourth 
facility in Asia supporting GTF MRO work, 
alongside Pratt & Whitney’s Eagle Services 
Asia (ESA) in Singapore, as well as IHI and 
MHIAEL in Japan. China is home to one of 
the largest GTF fleets, powering 11 airlines 
with 140 A320neo family aircraft in operation. 

Emirates SkyCargo is stepping up its readi-
ness to handle the logistical complexities of 
distributing a potential COVID-19 vaccine 
globally by creating a dedicated airside 
cargo hub for the vaccine in Dubai. The 
air cargo carrier is taking a global leader-
ship position by announcing that it will be 
re-opening its Emirates SkyCentral DWC 
cargo terminal in Dubai South to serve as 

Pratt & Whitney has a long history in China, 
dating back more than 90 years. The relation-
ship with AMECO traces back to the JT3D, 
JT8D and JT9D engine types in the 1980s. 
AMECO later began providing PW4000 en-
gine MRO service in 1994, and came on as 
an approved repair station in 2015 to provide 
V2500 engine services. — MATT DRISKILL

a dedicated anchor hub for cold chain stor-
age and distribution of the vaccine. The 
freight division of Emirates has also set up 
a dedicated rapid response team to coor-
dinate requests from the various partners 
involved in the international vaccine dis-
tribution ecosystem and to streamline the 
carrier’s response to vaccine transportation 
requests. — MATT DRISKILL

https://www.liebherr.com/en/aus/start/start-page.html
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Industry News

ORGANISERS OFFICIALLY 
CANCEL ZHUHAI AIRSHOW

After some initial back and forth in Sep-
tember when the China International Avi-
ation and Aerospace Exhibition in Zhuhai 
was cancelled and then un-cancelled, the 
show’s organisers in mid-October officially 
announced that the 2020 airshow would be 
cancelled. “The global situation of the COV-
ID-19 pandemic is still developing rapidly. 
After careful consideration regarding the 
health of our guests and exhibitors, safety 
of travel and the quality of the exhibition, 
we regret to announce that the 13th China 
International Aviation & Aerospace Exhibi-
tion…originally scheduled to be held from 
November 10th to 15th, 2020, at Zhuhai 
International Airshow Center, will be post-
poned until further notice” the organisers 
said. — MATT DRISKILL

Virgin Australia CEO, board resigns
The administrators for Australian carrier Virgin Australia Group announced that CEO Paul 
Scurrah will step down when the airline’s sale to Bain Capital closes in November and will 
be replaced by former Jetstar boss Jayne Hrdlicka. The news came as unions representing 
various Virgin Australia employees questioned Bain’s plans for the airline once it gains 
complete control. The airline also said several board members had resigned as well. Mean-
while, unions have suspended talks over various agreements with Bain and previously the 
Transport Workers Union (TWU) has clashed with Hrdlicka who is said to be a key figure 
at Bain. The TWU has written to Bain seeking an urgent meeting to discuss Mr Scurrah’s 
future and whether it would uphold its pre-sale promise to keep 6000 workers, tiered cabin 
classes, airport lounges for business class travellers and the airline’s international network. 
The administrators overseeing the sale of Virgin Australia to Bain Capital announced in a 
statement to the Australian Stock Exchange that most of the airline’s board has resigned 
ahead of the closing of the sale. The resignations include Chairman Elizabeth Bryan, Ken-
neth Dean, Trevor Bourne, Alla Houston, Judith Swales and Marvin Tan. Formal resignations 
have yet to be received from Raymond Gammell, Hou Wei and Kevin Xing, the airline said 
in the statement. The company said it had appointed Alan Hunt as a new director and said 
outgoing CEO Paul Scurrah and directors Warwick Negus and Alan Hunt will continue as 
directors until the sale is completed in November. — MATT DRISKILL

SINGAPORE MOVES TO BOLSTER AVIATION INDUSTRY

Singapore is making several moves to try to 
salvage its status as a key aviation hub in 
Asia, according to Transport Minister Ong 
Ye Kung, who told the country’s parliament 
the government will continue to negotiate 
for “travel bubbles” with other countries 
and a dedicated COVID-19 testing centre 
will be set up at the award-winning Changi 
Airport. 

Ong said the risks posed by any new 
“travel bubbles” can be managed by im-
posing a quota on the number of daily trav-

ellers and ensuring everyone gets tested 
for COVID-19, he said.

Travellers will have to apply for Air Travel 
Passes before their journeys, to allow Sin-
gapore to plan for their arrivals and throttle 
down the numbers if the epidemic situation 
changes, Ong said. 

So far, Singapore has concluded travel 
arrangements with Brunei, China, Japan, Ma-
laysia, and South Korea. Singapore and Hong 
Kong are also working to develop a special 
corridor to reopen travel. — MATT DRISKILL

EMBRAER E195S MAKE VIET-
NAM OPERATIONAL DEBUT 
WITH BAMBOO AIRWAYS
Two Embraer E195s have commenced 
operations in Vietnam with Bamboo 
Airways, offering the first jet service to Con 
Dao from Hanoi, Vinh and Hai Phong. Con 
Dao Island and the surrounding National 
Park is 1,400km (760nm) from the capital 
Hanoi, off the southern coast of Vietnam. 
The popular tourist destination, featuring an 
archipelago of 16 islands, is currently only 
served by turboprop aircraft due to its short 
runway, light pavement, and lack of fuel 
provision. The Embraer E195s join Bamboo 
Airways’ fleet on a wet-lease agreement 
with Denmark based Great Dane Airlines, 
adding to the growing number of E-Jet 
operators in the Asia-Pacific region.
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David Travis M +61 (0) 419 611 076
Kris Lovell M +61 (0) 428 293 024
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Maintenance CRITICAL while aircraft grounded
While aircraft across Asia sit idle due to the COVID pandemic, it’s critical for operators  
to keep up maintenance schedules so they’re ready to fly when the skies re-open.

With more than 30 years’ engineering and turbine engine experience, 
TAE Aerospace is perfectly positioned to assist aircraft operators with 
a broad range of engine maintenance services, as well as component 
servicing and parts supply.

Adhering to engine maintenance intervals keeps an engine running 
efficiently during operating seasons by ensuring consistent engine 
performance. It also reduces the likelihood of an AOG event  
and can lower the cost at a scheduled maintenance interval.

Performing scheduled routine maintenance is a critical factor in keeping 
your engine healthy and minimising maintenance costs – even with  
the reduced flying hours many operators are experiencing during  
the pandemic.

Authorised by numerous OEMs including 
Honeywell, Woodward and GE, TAE Aerospace 
not only offers its full engine MRO capability,  
but also a wide range of aircraft parts and engine 
components, from new to overhauled or exchange. 

With one of the industry’s largest inventory of 
engine parts and accessories, TAE Aerospace will 
either have a required part in stock, or be able to 
access it via its global supply network. 

The company also offers one of the largest field 
service networks in the industry and can dispatch  
technicians to service your aircraft in any location – 24/7.

According to CEO Andrew Sanderson, TAE Aerospace has been trusted 
by aircraft operators in both the commercial and defence sectors across 
the world for more than three decades.

“We have a very successful model which offers a combination of OEM 
authorisations, parts supply, engine rentals, on-the-ground technical 

support, unique repair capabilities and other innovations that have 
seen us grow rapidly across the United States and in the Asia-Pacific,”  
Mr Sanderson said.

“It means we deliver faster and more cost-effective turnarounds, reduced 
downtime and over the phone service that combine to deliver an 
excellent customer experience. We also pride ourselves in understanding 
the industries in which our customers operate, whether its agriculture, 
tourism, skydiving, firefighting or transport. It means we can often 
anticipate customer needs as they arise.”

To support its Asian operations TAE Aerospace has a number of key 
staff and agent representatives across the region who are ready to help 
operators prepare their maintenance schedules in advance or assist with 
an unscheduled events or parts supply.

“TAE Aerospace has set the standard for customer service, efficiency  
of parts supply and AOG support, constantly going above and beyond 
to surpass our expectations. Their knowledge, experience and expertise 

is second-to-none and they deliver a result on every occasion.”
RYAN ROCHE, GENERAL MANAGER FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT (AUS), 

EXPERIENCE CO (FORMERLY SKYDIVE THE BEACH)

The TAE Aerospace team is keenly aware of the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on the airline industry and is proud to represent a company 
that is not only surviving during such a difficult time, but actually growing 
into new markets while other MRO providers falter.

TAE Aerospace would also like to wish everyone a happy festive season 
after what has been a challenging year for everyone involved within  
the Aviation Industry.

https://www.taeaerospace.com/
mailto:sales%40taeaerospace.com?subject=
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to surpass our expectations. Their knowledge, experience and expertise 

is second-to-none and they deliver a result on every occasion.”
RYAN ROCHE, GENERAL MANAGER FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT (AUS), 
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the Aviation Industry.
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Testing  
standards
As international aviation struggles to survive, industry trade associations and 

others are pushing for COVID-19 testing to replace government-imposed 

quarantines. AAV Editor Matt Driskill looks at some of the options available.
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AS THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE OF PLANET EARTH heads 
into a winter of discontent with cases of COVID-19 cases rising and 
rising, international aviation continues to desperately search for a way 
to open borders that have been shut for months and cost the industry 
billions of dollars, millions of jobs and an untold number of deaths.

Governments around the world for the most part have kept their 

international borders closed to incoming travellers other than 
citizens being repatriated as a way to control the spread of the 
virus that as of early November had infected more than 40 million 
people and killed well over 1 million.

Industry representatives like the International Air Transport As-
sociation (IATA), Airports Council International (ACI World), the 
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Association of Asia-Pacific Airlines (AAPA) and the International 
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) have for the past few months 
been working overtime to convince governments that re-starting 
international flights is safe and a good way to head off additional 
economic hardship.

The concerted goal of the associations is to have the industry 
use and governments recognise a set of testing standards that 
international passengers would use before they board a flight and 
be accepted by country’s officials at the arrival airport.

The CommonPass
One such testing programme is the CommonPass digital health 
pass, which has been undergoing testing by Cathay Pacific in Asia 
and United Airlines on flights from the US to Europe. The Common-
Pass is a joint project of the World Economic Forum and The Com-
mons Project Foundation, which is a Switzerland-based non-profit 
organisation “building digital services for the common good”.

To use CommonPass, according to The Commons Project, trav-
ellers take a COVID-19 test at a certified lab and upload the results 
to their mobile phone. They then complete any additional health 
screening questionnaires required by the destination country. 
With test results and questionnaire complete, CommonPass con-
firms a traveller ’s compliance with the destination country entry 
requirements and generates a QR code. That code can be 
scanned by airline staff and border officials. A QR code can 
be printed for users without mobile devices.

For governments, CommonPass and the CommonPass 
framework provide a more reliable means of assessing the 
health status of incoming travellers and gives them the 
flexibility to adapt their entry requirements as the pandemic 
evolves, including whether and what type of lab tests or 
vaccinations to require.

“Without the ability to trust COVID-19 tests — and eventually vac-
cine records — across international borders, many countries will feel 
compelled to retain full travel bans and mandatory quarantines for as 
long as the pandemic persists,” said Dr Bradley Perkins, chief medical 
officer of the Commons Project and former chief strategy and inno-
vation officer at the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC). “With trusted individual health data, countries can implement 
more nuanced health screening requirements for entry.”

In October volunteer travellers landing at Newark Liberty Inter-
national Airport on United Airlines Flight 15 from London Heathrow 
used the CommonPass health pass on their mobile phone to doc-
ument their COVID-19 status and share it with airline staff upon 
disembarking from the aircraft. Officials from US Customs and Bor-
der Protection and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) observed the CommonPass demonstration in Newark. This 
follows a successful earlier trial with Cathay Pacific Airways between 
Hong Kong and Singapore. “The first trial of CommonPass took 
place earlier this month (in October) on a Cathay Pacific flight from 
Hong Kong to Singapore,” Cathay said. “The trial went well and will 

help us to validate and refine the departure processes to ensure 
they are secure and seamless for all travellers. More trials on this or 
other routes to follow.”

“The COVID pandemic has brought down travel and tourism 
across the board,” said Troy Miller, director, field operations for New 
York at the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP). “CBP is happy 
to observe the efforts and be a part of the solution to build confi-
dence in air travel and are encouraged by this CommonPass pilot.”

At present, COVID-19 test results for travel are frequently shared 
on pieces of paper — or photos of the paper — from unknown labs, 
often written in languages foreign to those inspecting them. The 
lack of a standard test result format and certification system leaves 
room for confusion and even falsification of results.

Gloria Guevera, president and CEO of the World Travel and Tour-
ism Council, said in a statement following the flight that “we are 
encouraged by the successful trial of CommonPass and I am excited 
to be able to be here at London Heathrow to witness such a his-
toric event. CommonPass, along with other critical measures such 
as a standardised international testing protocol, is key to reviving 
the seriously ailing global travel and tourism sector. We hope that 
this and others pilots currently being trialled will prove successful, 
so this incredibly important sector, which supports one in ten jobs 
worldwide, can recover swiftly,” Guevera added.

“Following these successful trials with Cathay Pacific and United 
Airlines, we begin the rollout of CommonPass with more of the 
world’s largest airlines,” said Paul Meyer, CEO of the Commons 
Project. “In November and December we will launch routes across 
Asia, Africa, the Americas, Europe and the Middle East.”

The reason for testing
As mentioned above, IATA, ACI World, AAPA, and the ICAO have 
all been pushing for governments to reopen borders to stave off the 
collapse of the air travel market. The collapse in air traffic has had a 
devastating impact globally on aviation and the millions of workers 
in the industry,” IATA said recently. “Research from the Air Transport 
Action Group estimates some 4.8 million jobs directly connected 
with air transport are at risk. Many millions more in the travel and 
tourism industry are also threatened. It is imperative that govern-
ments work together to coordinate a plan to restart the industry. In 
the meantime, additional financial support is needed to help the 
industry get through the winter.”

The groups also called on global governments to use COVID-19 
testing and not quarantines as a means to safely re-open borders 

With trusted individual health data, countries 
can implement more nuanced health screening 

requirements for entry.

DR BRADLEY PERKINS, COMMONS PROJECT
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and re-establish global connectivity and to prevent the systemic 
collapse of the aviation industry with non-debt generating financial 
support. The dual measures would protect countries from the impor-
tation of COVID-19 cases, avert an employment crisis in the travel 
and tourism sector, and ensure that the critical aviation structure 
remains viable and able to support the economic and social benefits 
on which the world relies, the associations said.

An IATA survey of travellers indicates widespread support for 
testing in place of quarantine:

 —83 percent will not fly if they have to quarantine on arrival;
 —  88 percent say that they are willing to be tested to facilitate 
travel;
 —  65 percent agree that quarantine is not necessary if a person 
tests negative for COVID-19;
 —  39 percent stated that the government should pay for testing 
while only 25 percent believed it should be the responsibility of 
travellers.
The Air Transport Action Group (ATAG) estimates that 46 million 

jobs are at risk because of the loss of connectivity caused by the 
COVID-19 crisis. The vast majority of these (41.2 million jobs) are in 
the travel and tourism sector which relies on aviation. The remainder 
(4.8 million jobs) are spread across direct employment in aviation, 

including airports and airlines. The viability of the airline sector to 
support employment is being challenged by the severe and prolonged 
fall in business. ACI estimates the airport industry will suffer a 60 
percent reduction in revenues, reaching an unprecedented decline of 
US$104.5 billion. IATA estimates that airline revenues will be down at 
least 50 percent (US$419 billion compared to US$838 billion in 2019).

Safely re-opening borders without quarantines by using a coordi-
nated approach to testing would boost the entire economy and be 
a revenue lifeline for airlines and airports. ACI and IATA have called 
on the ICAO Council Aviation Recovery Task Force to provide an in-
ternationally agreed and recognised approach to testing that can be 
adopted at a national level. Governments are also urged to address 
the devastating impact of border closures and other government-im-
posed travel restrictions by supporting aviation’s viability through 
direct financial support that protects jobs and operations, does not 
increase debt levels, and minimises default on debt and credit losses.

“The COVID-19 pandemic remains an existential crisis and air-
ports, airlines and their commercial partners need direct and swift 
financial assistance to protect essential operations and jobs,” ACI 
World Director General Luis Felipe de Oliveira said. “But such as-
sistance is only one piece of the puzzle as the industry restarts and 
prepares to sustain continuing operations focused on the health and 
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welfare of travellers, staff, and the public. ACI and IATA are aligned 
in calling for urgent government action to introduce widespread and 
coordinated testing of passengers to enable quarantine require-
ments to be removed. Without this action, it is not an exaggeration 
that the industry is facing collapse.”

Alexandre de Juniac, IATA’s director general and CEO, said: “We 
need action quickly. Large parts of the global air network have been 
severely ruptured for well over a half year. Job losses—inside and 
outside the industry—mount with each day that borders are closed. 
And with each job lost the recovery and impact on the broader econ-
omy becomes even more difficult. Momentum is building in support 
of testing to re-open borders. It’s the top operational priority. And 
to make sure that we have a viable aviation sector at the end of this 
crisis a second round of financial relief is unavoidable.”

Testing may not solve everything
While programmes like the CommonPass may help, some experts 
are not so sure. A pre-flight test is “not a foolproof protocol to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19 to the passenger ’s destination 
site,” Dr Makeda Robinson, a virologist at Stanford University, said 
in a published report, adding that people infected with COVID-19 
have an incubation period when the virus can’t yet be detected 
by tests. The average is four to seven days, but it can run as long 
as 14 days in some people, she said. “This means that someone 
could be infected…have an initial test which was negative prior to 
boarding the plane, and then test positive in the days following 
their flight,” Robinson said. Without an effective vaccine, travelling 
without a quarantine period will likely enable COVID-19 cases to 
continue spreading, Robinson said in the report.

FUTURE OF TRAVEL

ACI and IATA are aligned in calling for urgent government action to introduce widespread 
and coordinated testing of passengers to enable quarantine requirements to be removed. 

Without this action, it is not an exaggeration that the industry is facing collapse.

LUIS FELIPE DE OLIVEIRA, ACI

http://www.farsound.com
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AAV Editor Matt Driskill catches up with 
Jennifer Zhu Scott, the executive chairman of 
the The Commons Project and discusses the 
CommonPass for aviation. 

This Q&A has been condensed for space. You can view the entire 
interview on www.asianaviation.com.

AAV: Tell us about The Commons Project. A lot of our readers may 
not really know what it is.
JS: The Commons Project is quite new, so I’m not surprised that a lot 
of people, including yourself, are still learning about this organisa-
tion. We started about two years ago. It’s basically, if you think about 
how our society is completely so digitalised, and this process is only 
going to accelerate. Just look around during COVID, everyone’s dig-
italisation process is getting even faster. However, when we think 
about tech and the data, it’s still just a few large tech companies 
or some countries that are tech savvy. So we don’t really have any 
organisation that’s international, that’s not full-profit, is tech and data 
native and able to build a global digital infrastructure as a public 
good, and that’s basically The Commons Project.

AAV: The CommonPass has been developed by your group. And 
basically it’s sort of a digital health pass that people can use. Is this 
something that can help solve the problem of international travel?
JS: So, let’s first focus on the problem. The reality in the world is that 
you mentioned quarantines, and interestingly, quarantines are actu-
ally a method used in the 15th century. And now today we have fast 
testing, we have all the technology available. So what CommonPass 
does is that, you’re right, it’s kind of a health pass, but that’s only on 
the surface. What we’re doing in the backend and the infrastructure 
we’re building is really the essence of our offer. The most important 
part is that we basically gather a global whitelist of qualifying labs and 
we standardise the testing result in the back end. And then we give 
the API to those labs and they will be able to test a passenger before 
flight, a pre-departure test. And then the test and the result will be put 
into the CommonPass system. At the front, we’re basically simplifying 
that result to a scannable QR code. And that scanning result is binary. 
It’s green or red. And because a lot of trust and infrastructure is going 
on in the backend, the border agency and airlines, they only need to 
see those test results. So if they can see green or red and they can 
trust the system and therefore simplify the process…I think this can 
significantly change people’s experience in terms of time and cost on 
travelling and this can get our economy going.

AAV: Are you working with organisations like the International Air 
Transport Association, International Civil Aviation Organization and 
ACI World?
JS: We’re working very closely with IATA, ICAO and ACI, and those 
bodies are fully on board in terms of what we are building. We’re also 

working with Star Alliance, Oneworld and SkyTeam…You mentioned 
Cathay earlier…Cathay is really the first one who is in this dialogue 
with us, and United Airlines. We are now talking to Korean Airlines, 
Singapore Airlines, and Lufthansa.

AAV: Trust is mentioned prominently and that seems to be something 
that’s really in short supply these days. How do you deal with either 
re-establishing or solidifying that trust that people can believe in the 
system?
JS: So we build trust from a few different levels. One is our fundamen-
tal governance structure. We don’t have any shareholders pressuring 
us to say, “Let’s make sure we extract every opportunity for profit.” 
We actually keep everyone’s data on everybody’s phone, so it doesn’t 
leave your phone and your most valuable data stays with you.

AAV: Final question…could CommonPass be used for things outside 
of aviation?
JS: Absolutely. One key crisis that’s happening and it’s not getting 
enough attention is that the global shipping industry is really suffer-
ing. Why? Because they’re seafarers and let’s be honest, most of the 
seafarers are from India, Bangladesh, Philippines, etc. So for them to 
land in any country right now, it’s really hard…So BIMCO represents 
the ownership of more than half of the world’s shipping industry. And 
they’ve started to work with us as well to solve this problem (of strand-
ed seafarers).  And what happened with that is the shipping industry 
supply chain will become a problem, right? And when the shipping 
supply chain becomes a problem, then right now we’re going through 
a global pandemic…And we start to see the economic crisis. The third 
wave could be a food security crisis if we’re not careful, right? If we 
disrupted this global supply chain and also, a lot of people are think-
ing about a vaccine. What happens when the vaccine shows up?...
Production and distribution is going to take a long time and guess 
what, some of the vaccines require extremely low temperatures. We’re 
talking about a sub-zero, minus 70 degrees Celsius during shipping 
or during transportation…So we have to rely on ships. But if all the 
seafarers continue to be stranded at sea, then that will be disrupted as 
well, right? So once we start using CommonPass…we connect all the 
seaports, right? To get the supply chain going and get those people 
home. And, of course when we start to connect all this to people using 
the hotels and going to events…that’s just the natural next step. But 
I think the more urgent problem is really getting the global airports 
and the seaports connected. 
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Space is hot
Countries throughout at the Asia-Pacific region are getting into the space 

game as a new generation of small satellites gain favour in aviation systems. 

AAV Editor Matt Driskill was in conversation with Vivian Quenet, the 

managing director for APAC at Arianespace. 
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Below is a condensed and edited version of the video interview 
available on www.asianaviation.com.

AAV: In the last few years, space has become a hot topic. We’ve got 
billionaires like Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk, getting into the launch 
business, manned and unmanned. Boeing recently started back up 
in the manned space business. Northrop Grumman’s been around 
for a long time. Give us the big picture of where Arianespace fits 
into this ecosystem.
VQ: You’re completely right, space has become cool again. There’s 
a lot of people coming in, a lot of interesting projects in space now. 
Arianespace was created to provide Europe independent access to 
space and then we continued and we became the first commercial 
company to provide access to space for a private company and 
we’ve been doing that for the last 40 years.

AAV: Asia-Pacific in particular has been a hotspot. India’s launched 
some satellite missions. New Zealand is getting into the CubeSat 
launch business. In Australia you’ve got several companies there that 
have been getting into it. What is your customer profile and what are 
customers looking for and why would they choose Arianespace over 
someone else?
VQ: So if you look at over the last 40 years, we’ve been launching 
more than 700 satellites so far for more than 100 customers, whether 
it’s institutional customers or government agencies, but also private 
customers. For a long period of time we were mainly launching ge-
ostationary satellites but what we do now, as you’ve highlighted, is 
that space has become much more diverse. So we’re still continuing 
to launch geostationary satellites, but we are also now venturing 
into smallsats. 

We just launched our SSMS mission, which is a rideshare, on the 
Vega rocket, which was embarking 53 small satellite or CubeSats…
But we also had at the beginning of this year, the launch of our con-
stellation, the OneWeb constellation. So as you can see, it used to 
be only geo, but now we have geo, we have smallsats, observation 
satellites, we have communication constellations and so on.

AAV: Would you say it’s 50/50 commercial, defence or is it more 
commercial these days?
VQ:  If you’re looking at the competitors that you were mentioning 
before, they are lucky to have very strong government support and 
those guys can account for about 70 percent of their revenue that 
is actually public money, whether it ’s for defence, whether it ’s for 
agencies or governments. 

At Arianespace, we have always been more balanced. We used 
to have actually more on the commercial side, more like 60/40. 
Now, the institutional tends to be a bit higher because there’s been 
a drop in geostationary orders, not only for us, but for the whole 
industry. We used to have 25 commercial geostationary satellite 
ordered on a yearly basis, and that dropped three years ago to 
four or five. 

Now we are back to, this year, I think 18, but that was due to a 
very specific event in USA with the 5G C-band auction. But yeah, 
we lost a lot of geo. So now, naturally, even for Arianespace, I would 
say it’s more like 50/50.

AAV: As we talked about at the beginning, there’s a lot of compa-
nies that are getting into the launch business. Let’s talk about the 
vehicles that everybody is using. Your vehicles right now are all 
expendable.
VQ: That’s correct. I think what’s important to understand is that 
customers don’t knock at our door and say, “Hey, I want a reus-
able launcher.” Reusability is just the means to reduce the cost. 
So, that’s the first thing. I never lost a deal because we were not 
having a reusable launcher. So there are different ways to become 
more competitive. One way is what our competitors have done, 
and that’s build a reusable first stage. The other way is what we 
are doing with Ariane 6 and Vega-C, is to save on production. And 
how do we save on production? You save on production by finding 
synergy. You save on production by streamlining your production. 
You find savings also by using new methods. So we are now using, 
or we will be using in the future, 3D printing for our engine. That’s 
a major way to reduce costs. And Ariane 6 is about 40 percent less 
expensive to build than an Ariane 5 for pretty much, I wouldn’t say 
the same rocket, but for the same technology. It’s just a different 
way to become more competitive. 

Now back to your first question. Yes, we are looking now at 
reusability. I’m not saying that we are going to go for reusability 
because for reusability to be cost-effective, you need to have a 
certain number of launches on a yearly basis. At that time, I think 
the calculation was about 20 per year. And when we looked at our 
manifest, we didn’t have so many launches. We have about once 
a month or something like that. So at that time we thought, “Okay, 
reusability also has a cost. You need to have drone ships. You need 
to refurbish everything.” There is a cost to that. Now, having said 
that, yes, we are looking at reusability. We are looking at reusa-
bility with ArianeWorks, which is a joint venture between CNES, 
the French space agency and ArianeGroup. And those guys are 
working on two demonstrators. One is called Callisto. It ’s actually 
also in collaboration with JAXA, the Japanese space agency. And 
the other one is called Prometheus. And what those demonstrators 
are going to do is, first of all to master the technology to be able to 
land a first stage back, and two, we are going to look at and assess 
the cost of doing so. So Callisto will be the first, Prometheus will 
be the second one. And Prometheus will be equipped with a new 
engine and that engine has two attributes. The first attribute is that 
it costs one-tenth of what the current Vulcan cryogenic engine is 
costing us. No matter what, whether we use it or reuse it, it’s going 
to cost one-tenth of the current cost. The second thing is that the 
Prometheus is meant to be reusable. So once we have that in place, 
we will be able to assess and look at our business model, at our 
manifest, at our customer, and see if it makes sense.

http://www.asianaviation.com
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AAV: You talked about the geostationary market which has declined 
a little bit. We’re seeing lots of CubeSats, smallsats, nanosats, pick 
your acronym for things like broadband internet and aviation. Is that 
a trend that will continue? And let’s talk about the garbage in space. 
Is it getting too crowded?
VQ: It ’s true that CubeSat has been very successful, and there’s 
a few reasons for that. There is a miniaturisation, so things are 
getting smaller and cheaper. A lot of people are using off-the-shelf 
technology that they integrate into CubeSats, and that makes 
space accessible to people that could not in the past. So we have 
a lot of start-ups, we have a lot of universities, young companies, 
young smart guys who say, “Oh, finally, I can have access to space 
because it’s cheaper to build, but it’s also cheaper to launch.” Now, 
will that replace the geostationary satellites? I think it depends 
on what kind of application you’re talking about. If you’re talking 
about communication, I think CubeSats will always have a power 
issue. To communicate and to have a large footprint, to have a lot 
of capacity for communication, you need power and CubeSats 
don’t have that power. 

Now to your second question, which is about space debris, 
you’re absolutely right. There’s a big issue now because first of all, 
CubeSats are not regulated. Unlike a geostationary satellite, where 
everybody has an orbital slot, a CubeSat doesn’t have that. So you 
basically can launch your CubeSat wherever, whenever in space. 
And that’s one problem. The second issue is that those CubeSats 
don’t have any propulsion. So, that means that they cannot ma-
noeuvre, they cannot avoid another satellite. So we need to find 
a way that this doesn’t happen. We need to find a way to regulate 
space and to make sure that we don’t have so many CubeSats 
floating as debris that we can manage, control and monitor.

AAV: I was looking back at your website, and tell me 
if this number is correct, Arianespace has about 220 
people, full-time employees. Is that right? I would 
have thought you would have 10,000 employees. I 
mean, how does that work?
VQ: Basically it’s an ecosystem. So there is, I would 
say, three parties there. You have the European space agencies 
and the agencies like CNES, which are developing and funding our 
launchers, the Ariane 5, Ariane 6 or the Vega and Vega-C rockets. 
They ’re developing and funding those rockets. Then you have 
the primes. The primes are those who are building the rockets. If 
you’re talking about Ariane 5 or Ariane 6, that’s the ArianeGroup. 
And here you’re absolutely right, ArianeGroup has 9,000 people. 

Of course, they are not doing only Ariane 5, they are also doing 
nuclear missiles, the M51 for French defence. But yeah, you’re 
right. The guys that are building the rocket, they are many more. 
And actually, Arianespace is not developing the rocket, we are 
operating the rocket. We are the one going to the market proposing 
the service. So we’re a launch service supplier and we take care 
of the customer.

AAV: How has COVID-19 affected Arianespace?
VQ: There’s two answers to that. First of all the commercial answer. 
How much it has impacted the business. I can only talk for Asia 
because I’m responsible for Asia-Pacific, but it’s undeniable that 
business has been affected, especially on the geostationary market. 
There hasn’t been, this year, any order in Asia for a big geostationary 
satellite. And the reason why that has happened is because during 
COVID, there has been very little appetite for a private investor to 
inject money into a geostationary project. As simple as that. Now if 
you’re talking about institutional customers, we’re here more talking 
about observation satellites, most of them are programmes from 
agencies, governments, and defence. They don’t have that funding 
issue because so long as the project is funded, they’re going to pursue. 

Now, on the technical side, there has been some issues because 

We need to find a way to regulate space and to make 
sure that we don’t have so many CubeSats floating as 

debris that we can manage, control and monitor.
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the production of satellites has been delayed. And that has had an 
impact on our manifest, our launch schedule. And ourselves, we had 
some impact because in March, when France declared the mandatory 
confinement, we were about to launch our first Vega rideshare, the 
SSMS (small satellite mission service), one week later or two weeks 
later. We had to stop the campaign during those two months because 
nobody could go to the spaceport. When operations resumed at the 
spaceport, we had another issue because then our customers could 
not travel anymore to the spaceport because of the travel ban. As the 
Greek philosopher Plato said, necessity is the mother of invention. 
So we had to find some way to tackle this travel ban. What we did is 
equip our engineers with ‘smart’ glasses, connected to an encrypted 
server in-house. And basically our engineers became the eyes and the 
hands of our customers, who were located thousands of miles away. 

That was, I think, a positive experience which we’re going to con-
tinue even without COVID because actually there’s a big demand, 
especially if you’re talking about those customers like, CubeSat. 
They’re university start-ups that sometimes don’t necessarily have 
the funding to travel all the way to French Guiana. So yeah, I think 
we’ve made some good progress here.

AAV: In a 2018 interview, you talked about China. Is China really the 
country to watch in Asia?
VQ: It ’s undeniable that they’re a huge player now. Actually, if you 
look at the number of launches that have been done last year and 
the year before, and probably this year, they are the number one 
worldwide. They are the one launching the most rockets today in 
space. So, that’s one thing. Now, if you look at how many commer-
cial satellites are launched versus how many institutional satellites 
are launched, we’re talking about 99 percent is institutional…
They’re actually not launching many commercial satellites. The 
most competitive satellites today, communication satellites, are 
still built either in Europe or in the US. And those satellites cannot 
be launched from China.

AAV: The Satellite Industry Association said recently that launch ser-
vices are worth about US$5 billion to US$6 billion. Is that about right?
VQ: I don’t have the exact figure, but it doesn’t sound unreasonable 
to me.

AAV: In 2019 ArianeGroup signed a deal with the European Space 
Agency to study a mission to the moon to mine something called 
regolith, which can be used. Is that still on?
VQ: That’s still on. And actually we are having our moon mission 
called... I don’t remember the name. But Arianespace has a mission. 
It’s a rideshare and the European Space Agency is going to be one 
of our passengers but we are also open to other private companies 
going to the moon with us in a rideshare. That’s still going on. Re-
garding the moon itself and what you can do on it. Yes, you can 
extract water and oxygen. And why is that important? Because that 
means that oxygen and water can be transformed into a propellant 
in space. That means that the moon could potentially become like 
a gas station to if I may say, go somewhere further. But there is 
a lot of minerals on the moon. There’s a lot of projects on mining 
asteroids because I mean, our good old earth is a bit running out 
of fuel or how you want to call it. There are a lot of projects that 
could actually help the earth if we could bring things back from 
the moon or from some asteroids.

AAV: It’s been a really tough year. You said that the market’s been 
down a little bit, it’s been tough to get people places, things like that. 
For 2021, what’s your outlook?
VQ: If we see a recovery in 2021, at least in Asia, I would expect 
that the projects are going to come back and some of them have 
just been delayed. On the geostationary, I think it should be a good 
year. On the non-geostationary, all the observation satellites, there 
was no real slowdown, just a bit of a delay. That should continue 
well into 2021. 

View the full video interview at: https://asianaviation.com/aav-in-con-
versation-with-vivian-quenet-managing-director-for-asia-pacif-
ic-of-arianespace/

As the Greek philosopher Plato said, 
necessity is the mother of invention. So 
we had to find some way to tackle this 
travel ban. What we did is equip our 
engineers with ‘smart’ glasses, connected 
to an encrypted server in-house. 
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AS A RESULT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, Airports Council 
International (ACI World) recently said the airport industry is antic-
ipating global passenger numbers to decrease by 5.6 billion with 
an unprecedented US$104.5 billion reduction in revenue in 2020. 
Airports represent 60 percent of aviation jobs and local economies 
have been heavily affected by the reduction of activity.

The Air Transport Action Group (ATAG) estimates that 46 million 
jobs are at risk because of the loss of connectivity caused by the 
COVID-19 crisis. The vast majority of these (41.2 million jobs) are in 
the travel and tourism sector which relies on aviation. The remainder 
(4.8 million jobs) are spread across direct employment in aviation, 
including airports and airlines. The viability of the airline sector to 
support employment is being challenged by the severe and pro-
longed fall in business. ACI World estimates the airport industry 
alone will suffer a 60 percent reduction in revenues, reaching an 
unprecedented decline of US$104.5 billion.

Probably the biggest early victim in the airport world is in Singa-
pore where the transportation minister of Singapore said in June it 
would “pause” construction work on Terminal 5 at Changi Airport for 
at least two years because of the near total shutdown in international 
passenger aviation.

“The brutal drop in demand has been unprecedented,” said Stefano 
Baronci, director general of Airports Council International Asia-Pacif-
ic. “A number of airports have been forced to close sections of their 
terminal facilities: Hong Kong, Changi in Singapore, Auckland in New 
Zealand, Jakarta in Indonesia, Narita, Nagoya and Haneda in Japan, 
to name a few. The prolonged duration of the crisis is forcing many 
airports to review and adjust their capital expenditure plans. Some 
projects are delayed, deferred or suspended: delay at Navi Mumbai 
and Bangalore, expansion plan deferred in Malaysia, project upgrade 
at Manila was cancelled, and Singapore delayed construction of the 
fifth terminal. On the other side of the spectrum, a large number of 
airports have confirmed their plans of modernisation of infrastructure 
and services such as Hong Kong and its third runway, a new runway 
and terminal expansion in Narita in Japan or modernization works at 
six Airports of Thailand (AOT) airports. This is testament to the com-
mitment of the regional airports, who excel at global level according 
to the ACI ASQ rankings, to provide services over the long term.

“In terms of capital expenditures, the Chinese government con-
tinues its plans to enhance the capacities of civil airports,” Baronci 
told Asian Aviation. “For instance, Guangzhou Baiyun International 
Airport in Guangzhou, southern China, began its expansion works 
in September, while expansion projects in Xi’an Xianyang Interna-
tional Airport in Xi’an, northwest China, started in July. Last year, 

ACI’s pre-COVID-19 long-range traffic forecasts predicted average 
annual traffic growth rate for the period 2018-2040 as 3.5 percent 
for passenger traffic…for Asia-Pacific it was predicted 37.3 percent 
of international passenger traffic growth will be in Asia-Pacific, the 
highest among other world regions. Even with the expected down-
ward revision of this long-range forecast due to the impact of COV-
ID-19, it is clear that more airport developments in Asia-Pacific are 
indispensable to ensure safe, efficient and quality airport services 
to cater for the huge traffic growth.”

The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank said in a recent report 
that while some airport infrastructure projects no doubt would be 
continued, many will inevitably be delayed for years, rather than 
months, given the large financing needs and increased uncertainty 
about future profitability. As of March 2020, the value of announced 
airport projects (pre-financing and financing), ranging from those 
still at the stage of conception to those where financing is being 
arranged but not closed, amounted to US$122 billion and were made 
up of 59 announced airport infrastructure listed projects located 
around the world, but primarily in the Asia-Pacific and Europe, with 
five megaprojects accounting for more than 50 percent of the total 
investment volume.

“Unfortunately, as we near the end of 2020, the situation remains 
very bleak for the region’s airports,” ACI’s Baronci said. “The travel 
industry continues to be hampered in its recovery by the trifecta 
of quarantine and travel bans, operational challenges due to phys-
ical distancing and testing and the public’s reduced confidence 
in travel." 

Future airports
The global pandemic has shut down not only airlines, but airports as well are in danger of 
shuttering the longer aviation is held hostage to the virus. Matt Driskill looks at the data.

▲ An aerial view of Changi Airport in Singapore.
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WHEN JENNIFER CHEN OF BEIJING hopped on a holiday flight 
from her hometown Beijing to the Chinese vacation island of 
Hainan in October, she found the Air China plane full. Children 
and their parents were headed to the beach city of Sanya for the 
National Day break as if 2020 were any other year — never mind 
the COVID-19 outbreak that has ruptured the world’s economy 
and handed civil aviation its worst losses in history. “It was just 
about the same as flying before the pandemic,” said Chen, 40, a 
finance sector worker. “It was basically full, just that everyone was 
wearing a facemask.”

Chen’s story backs up that of China overall. Domestic flights have 
resumed, by many calculations, to pre-pandemic levels because the 
country is reporting just a trickle of coronavirus cases despite being 
the first, in December, to report any. Unlike other countries where 
virus outbreaks are under control, China has a larger passenger 

market as well as a geographically wide network of cities that pas-
sengers regularly visit.

The domestic civil aviation market has reached weekly capacity 
at around 2 percent above the January pre-pandemic levels after 
topping 7 percent during the National Day break, said John Grant, 
senior analyst with British aviation intelligence firm OAG. The Inter-
national Air Transport Association (IATA) expects global traffic for 
full-year 2020 to decline 66 percent over 2019.

Leisure is leading other reasons for the surge in travel, analysts 
say. “What’s driving the rebound is renewed confidence, a big dose 
of the feel-good factor,” said Jeffrey Lowe, managing director of the 
Hong Kong aviation services firm Asian Sky Group. “Having been in 
various stages of lockdown over the first half of the year, pent-up de-
mand has been unleashed now and domestic tourism is flourishing.”

Business travel is stirring again in China too, along with flights for 
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China gets its game back
When COVID-19 hit, China was one of the first markets to see its aviation 

industry crater. Months later, domestic traffic on the mainland is making a 

giant comeback as Ralph Jennings reports.
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family visits, Grant said. But tourism in China, as in other countries, 
remains “key”, he said.

China, with 1.4 billion people, has no peers of its scale that have 
beat COVID-19. Vietnam, with a population of about 97 million, has 
also sustained domestic travel, most obviously during the mid-year 
boom when children were on school vacations and before a localised 
spike in infections in July. New Zealand and Australia, two countries 
with far smaller populations, are testing a travel bubble now as their 
caseloads stay low.

Airfares in China showed little change between the country ’s 
coronavirus peak in February and the comeback later in the year, 
Chen said. Ticketing and boarding still work the same way, she said, 
and she found no special promotions to get people on board. Chen 
had booked two other domestic round-trip flights for herself since 
August before the Sanya trip.

But a closer look at Chen’s 2.5-hour flight to Hainan and back to 
Beijing reveals a few differences between now and pre-pandemic 
years. Economy Class passengers did not get full meals or blankets on 
the 2.5-hour trip as they normally would, Chen said, though Business 
Class passengers received both. Economy Class passengers snacked 
on bread, she said. Airlines in much of the world have cancelled open 
meals and quit offering blankets to protect flight crew and passengers 
from any coronavirus infection. On arrival in 
Sanya, the passenger said, everyone stood for 
a health check at the gate.

The Ministry of Culture and Tourism logged 
782 million domestic leisure trips during the 
weeklong National Day holiday, 7.8 percent 
higher than last year, state media reported. 
Tourism revenue came to about US$91 bil-
lion over that period. “We have seen positive numbers in terms of 
searches for flights,” a spokesperson for Chinese booking service 
Ctrip said, noting particular enthusiasm for private tours — the kind 
that don’t bring together big groups of strangers. “Domestic-wise, 
travel within China is doing well.”

China’s return to normal hardly happened overnight. Lockdowns in 
much of China, especially the disease outbreak hub of Wuhan, halted 
most travel from late January through mid-March. The domestic civil 
aviation industry posted a US$5.7 billion loss in the first quarter and 
a US$5.1 billion hit over the following three months as international 
travel remained sluggish. Industry revenue had grown to about 
US$154.3 billion last year, a 5.4 percent year-on-year increase based 
on 660 million passenger trips.

China reported most of its roughly 86,000 coronavirus cases be-
fore March and reopened its economy the same month. From March 
through June, the government offered domestic and foreign airlines 
subsidies of 0.0176 yuan (US$0.03) per available seat-kilometre for 
routes operated by multiple carriers and 0.0528 yuan per available 
seat-kilometre for routes operated by just one carrier, the CAPA 

Centre for Aviation market research organisation said on its website.
“Backing and financial support for the domestic carriers have 

helped significantly,” said Shukor Yusof, founder of Malaysia-based 
aviation consultancy Endau Analytics. “There’s still healthy appe-
tite for air travel within the mainland,” he added. “China’s GDP is 
among the world’s most resilient, allowing for wages and standards 
of living to continue to rise incrementally. These are key factors 
supporting air traffic.”

Passenger traffic has expanded particularly in four large, prosperous 
hub cities: Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai and Shenzhen. Beijing’s 
domestic traffic rose 14 percent in August 2020 over the same month 
of 2019, when international traffic was unrestricted, Asian Sky Group 
data show. The other three saw surges of more than 70 percent each.

Chinese airlines are luring people back on board with extra flights 
and perks while in the air. China Southern Airlines said on its web-
site it had added 10,000 domestic flights in July and August for high 
school students hoping to travel after taking university entrance 
exams in June. China Eastern Airlines in May began offering what 
its website calls the “souvenir-style aerial meal” on domestic flights 
originating in four cities. Spring Airlines, a budget carrier based 
in Shanghai, was planning in late October to offer its own special 
treatment for passengers but had not announced any specifics, 
company public relations head Mao Yi said. The 16-year-old carrier 
operates 100 routes, mostly inside China.

Hainan Airlines, which flies to 85 Chinese cities, said capacity on 
its domestic flights rose 3.95 percent in September to 81.2 percent 
but reported a “slip” in revenue for second and third quarters of 2020. 
In July and August, the airline opened 95 new round-trip routes to 
tourist hotspots and restored or added to 346 routes with the goal 
of stimulating mid-year passenger traffic. It used the pandemic 
recovery months as well to “improve service” by offering special 
meals on board and in its airport VIP lounges. Meals count toward 
a point-reward system designed to keep passengers coming back.

Domestic traffic shows no sign of slowing down again, as China is 
reporting no coronavirus resurgence like that now afflicting Western 
countries. Passenger growth should increase 4.5 percent to 5 per-
cent in both of the next two years, Yusof believes. He had expected 
growth of at least 5.5 percent through 2030.

But airlines aren’t assuming all’s well again. Although China’s 
control of the pandemic earlier this year shows “strength” that has 
been “advantageous” to airlines, it’s too early to say how a carrier’s 
income in late 2020 will compare to that of the same period of last 
year, Mao said. 

◀ China’s domestic flights are at or near pre-COVID-19 levels.

China’s GDP is among the world’s most resilient, allowing 
for wages and standards of living to continue to rise 

incrementally. These are key factors supporting air traffic.

SHUKOR YUSOF, ENDAU ANALYTICS
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AS AIRLINES STRUGGLE TO REMAIN VIABLE in the wake of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, it would perhaps be easy for some to lose sight 
of their environmental targets and put sustainability initiatives on the 
backburner. Now more than ever, however, airlines need to remain 
focused on the environmental prize and continue with the improve-
ments they have started and the targets they have publicly pledged 
to meet. Airlines in the Asia-Pacific region are among those with 
both business recovery and sustainability at the top of their agendas.

“Air transport is in the midst of the deepest shock in its history,” 
Michael Gill, executive director of the cross-industry Air Transport 
Action Group said at the ATAG 2020 Global Sustainable Aviation 
Forum - Green Recovery virtual event, which took place at the end 
of September. “We expect a reduction of up to 4.8 million jobs in the 
sector by the end of the year and a massive hit to our ability to connect 

the world. However, as we plan for the recovery of air connectivity, we 
must also prioritise our environmental progress,” he added.

The industry has already committed to cut its carbon dioxide emis-
sions in half by 2050 compared to 2005 levels and Gill believes that 
with help from governments, the energy sector and technology, the 
global aviation industry could achieve zero net emissions a decade 
or so later. “To achieve this will require a transition in our energy 
source from fossil fuel to sustainable aviation fuel, the acceleration of 
research and development of electric, hybrid and potentially hydrogen 
aircraft. It will also require a commitment to collaboration going even 
beyond our current levels. We have the next decade to set the scene 
for sustainable global connectivity for the next 30-40 years,” he says.

Rather than resulting in airlines delaying sustainability initiatives 
due to the current crisis they face, it could result in the opposite, 
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Eyes on the prize
Despite COVID-19 and the decimation it has caused the airline industry, 

carriers in the Asia-Pacific region remain committed to their sustainability 

goals. Emma Kelly reports.
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with action accelerated. “Downturns have always been followed 
by strength in collective action. COVID-19 has had an impact on 
aviation more acute and far-reaching than on most other sectors, 
but that has brought us together like never before,” says Gill. “There 
have been some silver linings in the dark clouds of the pandemic. 
A renewed appreciation for clear skies in many parts of the world, 
clear lakes and seas in others. A reminder of the fact that we can 
do things better. It has come at a terrible human cost, but like many 
of the world’s citizens, we are looking at the opportunity that the 
re-start of the economy could provide,” he adds.

Qantas CEO Alan Joyce agrees. The pandemic forced Qantas, and 
other airlines, to retire older and less environmentally friendly aircraft 
sooner than originally anticipated. In Qantas’s case, its Boeing 747 
fleet has been retired ahead of schedule, with the airline planning 
to focus on the more environmentally friendly Boeing 787 when it 
finally returns to international services, which is not expected until 
next June or July. “We have a great opportunity to start from scratch 
as we start up again,” Joyce told delegates at the recent CAPA Aus-
tralia Pacific Aviation Summit, pointing to the chance to eliminate 
single use plastic items onboard, for example.

Singapore Airlines (SIA) remains firmly committed to its wides-
cale sustainability programmes. “The COVID-19 crisis has created 
several headwinds for the aviation industry. Yet, in many ways, it 
has also generated a strong momentum for change and illuminated 
the importance of critical environmental, social and governance 
factors in the new normal,” says CEO Goh Choon Phong in the 
airline’s recently released Sustainability Report. The post-pan-
demic crisis has allowed SIA to review all aspects of its business, 
including from a sustainable point of view. SIA remains committed 
to sustainability, with it integrated into all of the airline’s operations 
going forward, says Goh.

The airline already has an extensive range of sustainability in-
itiatives. SIA established a Sustainability Office in December last 
year, tasked with looking at all aspects of the airline’s business and 
coordinating long-term sustainability initiatives across its business 
units, reporting directly to Goh.

SIA already has one of the youngest fleets in the world, operat-
ing fuel-efficient aircraft such as the Airbus A350 and Boeing 787, 
boosting fuel efficiency by 26 percent and 29 percent, respectively. 
The airline is supporting the increased use of Sustainable Aviation 
Fuel (SAF) in Singapore and the adoption of an integrated SAF 
supply chain at Changi Airport and in order to gain SAF experience, 
the airline is part of Swedavia’s SAF Incentive Scheme, using a jet 
fuel-SAF blend on flights between Stockholm and Moscow.

In operations, green procedures, such as shutting down one en-
gine during taxiing and engaging idle reverse thrust during landing 
are yielding environmental benefits, with some 31,500 tonnes of CO2 
emission savings in financial year 2019/20.

Its sustainability initiatives go far beyond its fleet and flight oper-
ations, however. SIA says it has embedded sustainability within its 
procurement process and works with all suppliers on sustainable 
development. It points, for example, to its From Farm to Plane 
concept which supports local farming communities at the same 
time as promoting environmental sustainability. To reduce food 
and beverage waste, last year it launched an initiative with Singa-
pore-based technology start-up Lumitics using its Insight smart 
food waste tracker to better understand passengers’ consumption 
patterns in order to reduce waste. The Insight Lite product tracks 
the number and type of unconsumed meals which allows the airline 
to improve meal planning and reduce waste.

Likewise, All Nippon Airways (ANA) remains committed to its 
sustainability goals. “Although the situation at hand has been greatly 
affected by COVID-19, our environmental/sustainability commit-
ments for the mid- to long-term remain unchanged. Most recently, 
we announced our goal to reduce CO2 emissions from our airline 
business by half by 2050,” says the Japanese carrier. 

ANA’s sustainability goals through to 2050 also include imple-
menting aircraft and engines with increased fuel efficiency and 
the latest technology, boosting the efficiency of operations and 
maintenance through new methods, implementing SAF, reducing 
plastic and paper waste and cutting food waste by 50 per cent 
through eliminating waste in the procurement, preparation, delivery 
and disposal of food. 

“Both the recovery of our business and meeting our sustainability 
targets will be pursued,” says ANA. The airline is exploring further 
digital innovations to allow it to do both. “Raising our commitment 
to our sustainability efforts through exploring ways to digitise our 
business has always been a focus at ANA, but as contactless servic-
es have become of greater importance with the widespread impact 
of COVID-19, we are exploring more ways to meet that demand,” 
says the airline.

Cathay Pacific, which in late October announced it was cutting 
8,500 positions across the group or 24 per cent of its headcount and 
closing regional subsidiary Cathay Dragon, remains committed to 
sustainable development despite its obvious struggles. “Our com-
mitment to pursuing sustainable development remains strong as we 
weather the unprecedented crisis and eventually begin to recover,” 
the airline tells Asian Aviation. “Priorities including long-term climate 
action and single-use plastic reduction are still high on our agenda 
alongside business recovery,” it adds.

The airline concedes, however, that it has been forced to postpone 
some sustainability projects and trials as it has substantially reduced 
its operations. “We also have to make careful consideration to meet 
the heightened expectations from our customers in in-flight health 
and safety while attempting to reduce our footprint,” it adds.  It has 
also been working to help the local community, donating more 
than 230,000 pre-prepared in-flight meals to long-time partner 
Food Angel since April for distribution to local senior citizens and 
underprivileged families, for example. 

◀ Singapore Airlines has started a programme to understand 
passengers’ consumption patterns in order to reduce waste.
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GE AVIATION IS USING 3D PRINTING or additive manufacturing 
to reduce a 163-part component to a single piece while Lufthansa 
Technik is repairing complex composite structures with a robot. 
GE and Lufthansa Technik (LHT) are two examples of how OEMs 
and MROs are using technologies once considered revolutionary 
to design and manufacture ever more complex products and keep 
them operating throughout their working life.

In 2018 Asian Aviation wrote about GE Aviation using additive 
manufacturing (AM) to make single-piece LEAP engine fuel nozzles 
at their US plant, but fast-forward two years and the process has 
developed well beyond just fuel nozzles to become a fully integrated 
element in how GE design and manufacture engines. 

The powerplant for the new Boeing 777X, the GE9X engine, 
achieved FAA certification in September and GE General Manager 
Additive Integrated Product Team Eric Gatlin says the use of AM in 

that engine has really accelerated the shift to this technology. “For 
the 9X we’ve qualified a larger fuel nozzle, combustor mixer, T25 
sensor, heat exchanger, a cyclonic inducer and stage five and six 
low pressure turbine blades,” he said. “So we’ve really gone after it 
in the 9X engine and being able to incorporate AM capabilities at 
the design phase makes these types of consolidations possible.”

Examples of the breakthroughs using AM can bring include the 
heat exchanger that previously contained 163 individual parts, the 
cyclonic inducer 13, the T25 sensor 10 and the fuel nozzle 20, with 
these components now made as one-piece constructions on AM 
units. Volumes have also increased with 228 low pressure turbine 
blades, 28 combustor mixers and 28 fuel nozzles in each of the larger 
GE9X engine. “There’s another 10 parts in our Catalyst turboprop 
engine different to what we did on the 9X which are large, structural 
castings for parts that you can’t hold in your hand, parts that you 

G
E

Printed parts
Aviation may be a gloomy space right now but turning innovative 

technologies into everyday use has not totally fallen victim to the pandemic. 

Michael Doran explains. 
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have to wrap your arms around in terms of size,” Gatlin explains. 
According to GE, the catalyst includes more printed components 

than any production engine in aviation history with 855 convention-
ally manufactured parts reduced to 12 additive parts.

Within the group is GE Additive, a business focussed on AM 
technology and production machinery and Gatlin says their close 
partnership has been key to accelerating the growth of AM in engine 
development, from both the software and hardware perspective.

“I look at GE Additive, the GE Global Research Centre and our engi-
neering people here as three legs to the stool all working together. So 
the symbiotic relationship of those three groups working together just 
accelerates the knowledge base and the growth profile,” Gatlin said.

In the ramp up to new AM parts, GE has worked closely with regula-
tors to have parts qualified and part of that process is addressing any 
concerns about durability and performance characteristics. History 
is on GE’s side here with the LEAP fuel nozzles recently passing 10 
million hours of run-time with no parts returned from the field and the 
plant achieving a first-time production yield greater than 95 percent.

“We’ve been working on this a long time now and it starts with 
process stability so if you can demonstrate that through data. It 
speaks volumes for the product quality you’re able to produce and 
that is all part of our IP, our secret sauce” Gatlin says. “But we also 
look at where the process breaks so we know what are the boundary 
conditions in which you can operate safely, and we feed that type 
of understanding back to GE Additive so they can incorporate that 
learning into their software and machines.”

Transforming 163 parts into one heat exchanger brings many 
challenges, not the least being how do you inspect the finished 
component when it is in one piece? Traditionally casting quality has 
depended on the physical tool used but AM builds in a free space, so 
GE is developing inspection as part of the manufacturing process. 
“We’ve had to learn how to inspect very differently and what we’re 
working on right now is how do I put that inspection into the ma-
chine, so that as the part is building we’re inspecting it?”, Gatlin said.

GE is also looking at how they can utilise AM in their MRO shops 
and Gatlin says there is scope for a lot of creativity in using it in the 
repair space, with some additive processes already in use. “We’ve 
got some products where they come back in and a piece is removed 
and an additive replacement is built up off the existing surface and 
that’s gone into production in one of our MRO shops,” he illustrates. 
“It’s a great opportunity for us across aviation and you will see a lot 
more proliferation of additive into the MRO space in coming years.”

Fifty-three percent of the Airbus A350 airframe is made of car-
bon fibre reinforced plastic and using composite materials to build 
airplanes is often thought of as something new, mostly linked to 

next-generation aircraft. While building airframes from composites 
may be relatively recent, component structures like thrust reversers, 
radomes, engine cowlings and flight controls have been made using 
composites for many years.

LHT started the composite journey more than 20 years ago by 
establishing a new product division for airframe component repair 
and now has dedicated facilities in Germany, China and Dubai.

The MRO of these materials is a specialised field and LHT Airframe 
Related Components Head of Product Sales & Key Account Man-
agement Thorsten Mathur says this is a growing market and as the 
technology and expertise has evolved more and more components 
are manufactured out of composites. 

One of the issues for MROs when dealing with new materials is 
gaining the cooperation of the OEM to share the information needed 
to facilitate complex repairs, rather than simply replacing the affected 
parts with new components. 

◀ GE’s additive capabilities have advanced to allow bigger parts to 
be manufactured in one piece.

▶ GE’s Eric Gatlin says using additive in the 777X engine, the GE9X, 
has really accelerated its use. 
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We’ve been working on this a long time 
now and it starts with process stability so 

if you can demonstrate that through data. 
It speaks volumes for the product quality 
you’re able to produce and that is all part  

of our IP, our secret sauce.

ERIC GATLIN, GE
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“When I started it was on the A320 and B737 and one of the 
challenges since has been getting access to the data and IP of the 
OEMs, although it was a lot easier back then compared to today,” he 
said. “The OEMs have become more and more restrictive to hand out 
this kind of information for the new engine types or new aircraft like 
the 787, A350 or A320neo. Developing repairs is always possible be-
cause we are capable with the material, can analyse what’s needed 
and have our engineering team to do it but on the new aircraft types 
the challenge is getting data access and OEM approval.” 

While LHT has gained much experience in the repairing of 
composite components, repairing the carbon fibre 
fuselage structures of the 787 and 350 is a new and 
more complex process still in the development phase.

“This is definitely more complicated than working 
on composite components, so this makes it abso-
lutely necessary to be involved in discussions with 
the specific airframers such as Airbus and Boeing,” 
Mathur says. “It’s totally new for everybody but we’ve 
been working on solutions for two to three years, 
such as performing patch repairs on the fuselage 
with robotic systems.”

Different materials bring new challenges and for carbon fibre 
fuselages simply establishing if a dent has been made and where 
it is can be a challenge. “If you look at an aluminium fuselage you 
see a dent but on a carbon fibre one it’s not visible from the outside 

and you have the damage inside, which may be visible, so just to 
detect if there is damage makes it complicated.”

With an eye to helping customers avoid expensive shipping of 
large parts, LHT has mobile airline support teams that are able to 
do onsite composite structure repairs to large parts, such as engine 
cowlings. “The customer sends us the damage description and pic-
tures for engineering to develop the repair process and organise the 
materials for our support team to fly out and do the repair onsite,” 
explains Mathur. “It’s based in Hamburg, but we also have a team 
in Shenzhen, China and both are ready to go 24/7.”

New composite materials and technologies continue to evolve and 
for LHT this is another area to focus on. “There are always new de-
velopments, so we have our Innovation Centre, which is shared with 
Airbus, in Hamburg and we have a specialised engineering innovation 
team looking for future demand and developments,” he concludes. 

This is definitely more complicated than working on 
composite components, so this makes it absolutely 

necessary to be involved in discussions with the 
specific airframers such as Airbus and Boeing.

THORSTEN MATHUR, LHT
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